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framework which we refer it as layered coding, to leverage
the rendering capability of the mobile devices to reduce the
transmission data bit-rate. Specifically, we propose that mobile
clients can render low-quality game images, or the base layer.
Instead of sending high quality game images, cloud servers
can transmit enhancement layer information to the clients to
improve the quality of the base layer.

Note that our proposed layered coding is fundamentally
different from scalable video coding [10]. Scalable video
coding encodes a natural video into a base layer and multiple
enhancement layers. SVC is scalable in spatial, temporal,
and fidelity resolutions, and its rate-distortion performances
have been well studied. Importantly, its main purpose is for
rate adaptation and graceful degradation, and it necessitates
transmission of the base layer. SVC can never achieve better
rate-distortion performance compared to single layer coding.
In our proposed layered coding, there is no need to transmit
the base layer, as we focus on cloud gaming. The base layer
can be generated at the mobile device from compact rendering
commands. This is possible only for game images, which are
rendered by graphic pipeline. As a result, our layered coding
can be used to reduce transmission bandwidth. In addition,
as we will further discuss, our ideas to achieve layering are
different from SVC, because of our specific focus on cloud
gaming. Instead of achieving layering using spatial, temporal,
and fidelity resolution scalability as in SVC, our proposed
layered coding achieves layering using rendering pipeline
scalability.

Central to the proposed layered coding scheme is the design
of the base layer (BL) rendering. In particular, it is important
to design a BL rendering pipeline that can generate as much
BL information as possible, such that only a small amount
of enhancement layer (EL) information needs to be com-
municated. However, mobile devices are under computation
and power constraints and these limit the amount of BL
information that can be rendered. In this work, we focus
on illuminations and lighting stage in a modern graphics
rendering pipeline, and investigate BL lighting configuration
that can render rich information with only a small amount
of computation. Illuminations and lighting simulate the inter-
actions of light rays with the 3D objects in the virtual
world. Among lighting models, Blinn-Phong lighting [11] is
most widely adopted. For photo-realistic effects, a fragment
shader simulates Blinn-Phong lighting algorithm for all pixels.
Consequently, illuminations and lighting constitute one of the
major computation loads in the rendering pipeline. On the
other hand, as illumination and lighting determine the value
of a rendered pixel, they have significant impacts on the
information content of the rendered images. Here, we incor-
porate the lighting pipeline in our layered coding scheme.
Rendering complexity of the Blinn-Phong lighting model is
scalable to the light sources. By relegating some simulations
of the Blinn-Phong lighting to the mobile client, and by
rendering them in the base layer, we can reduce the image
entropy (thus information rate) of the enhancement layer.
Note that the rendering capability of the mobile devices is
limited. It is often undesirable to run the rendering at full
capacity on the mobile devices. Nevertheless, we demonstrate,

through analysis and experiments, that it is possible to achieve
considerable transmission bit-rate reduction with only a small
amount of rendering performed by the clients.

A. Related Works

We summarize some related works into cloud video gaming
platform and remote rendering and compression of graphics.

The research of cloud gaming platform can in general
be classified into two major categories, namely the video
streaming method and graphics streaming method. In video
streaming method [12]–[14], gaming logics and game graphic
rendering are carried out at the cloud servers. The ren-
dered images are encoded as video bitstream and trans-
mitted to thin clients. GamingAnywhere [12] adopts video
streaming method. The platform renders game graphics at
the cloud servers, and encodes the rendered images as
video bitstreams using H.264/AVC. GamingAnywhere allows
clients with minimal computation capability of video playback
to experience graphic-rich gaming experience. Meanwhile,
Wang and Dey [14] investigated the rendering adaptation
techniques that dynamically adapt the graphic richness and
complexity of rendering, depending on the network and cloud
resources.

In contrast, graphics streaming method [15], [16] captures
rendering commands to the graphic libraries (such as OpenGL
and Direct3D) are intercepted, encodes and streams to the
client device for rendering. Thus, the method requires the
client device to possess strong computational capability in
order to render high quality graphics. Although recent advance
in consumer electronics equips mobile devices with GPU
hardware, full rendering of high quality graphics is however
too demanding for power-limited mobile devices.

Early work by Levoy [17] proposed a polygon assisted
compression technique for synthetic images with similar basic
ideas as ours. On the other hand, our work is different in:
(i) our application to cloud gaming and game video streaming
is different from his work on synthetic images; (ii) we encode
the enhancement information using a different technique; (iii)
we perform in-depth analysis of the information content of
the enhancement layer to understand the trade-off between
client computation and bit-rate reduction; (iv) we assess the
efficiency of our scheme systematically using rate-distortion
performance. Exploiting strong temporal correlation of tex-
tures, Cohen-Or et al. [18] proposed a streaming technique
for textures and geometric streaming. Rather than streaming
the original texture, view-dependent textures are streamed for
offline rendering of nearby view. Recently, Shi et al. [19]
showed that 3D game engine can be incorporated to improve
the real-time video coding of cloud gaming. Specifically,
a set of key frames are obtained from 3D game engine and
interpolated via image warping algorithm for non-key frames.
Compression of these frames were shown to be efficient for
cloud gaming. More recently, Nan et al. [20] proposed a joint
video and graphics streaming for cloud gaming. The server
streams both the compressed frames captured and the graphics
data (3D models’ polygons). As the graphics data accumulated
at the clients, it is assumed that the mobile client is capable
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Fig. 1. Mobile cloud gaming system with the layered coding scheme.

of rendering game images close to that of cloud servers, thus
greatly reducing the transmission bitrate.

B. Our Contribution

This paper makes the following contributions:
1) For mobile cloud gaming, we propose a layered coding

framework to leverage client rendering computation to
reduce transmission bit-rate and address the bandwidth
challenge. Traditional cloud gaming schemes [12] treat
the game images as an unalterable video sequence.
Through layered coding scheme, we show that the
streaming bitrate can be substantially reduced by rel-
egating some rendering loads to the mobile device. The
proposed layered coding is particularly suitable for high-
end video games with complicated and realistic game
scenes. In these scenarios, a thin client lacks sufficient
computing power to render the game scenes locally,
while the conventional game streaming approach incurs
high transmission bitrate.

2) We formulate and solve the information-complexity
trade-off of Blinn-Phong lighting for the layered coding
scheme. Specifically, we derive the optimal solution to
split the Blinn-Phong rendering pipeline between the
base layer and the enhancement layer. Our solution
ensures that the lighting components that are compu-
tationally more expensive, but generate less information
content to the final image are rendered as the enhance-
ment layer at cloud servers. Conversely, mobile devices
render lighting components that are computationally less
expensive, but generate more information content.

3) We analyze the generation of information content under
the Blinn-Phong lighting. Currently, the information
content contributed is only available a posteriori after
the Blinn-Phong lighting has been performed. This
impedes on-the-fly optimization of rendering and coding
in cloud gaming. We present an analytic model to char-
acterize the generation of information content of a ren-
dered image under Blinn-Phong lighting. The analytic
model can estimate accurately the relative contribution

of information content generated of each Blinn-Phong
components, without actually performing the rendering.
These estimations makes possible a priori decision on
how the Blinn-Phong lighting should be rendered in the
base and enhancement layers.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We present
our layered coding framework in Section II. In Section III,
we briefly introduce modern rendering pipeline of 3D com-
puter graphics and how they are incorporated in the lay-
ered coding framework. Section IV presents the scaling of
Blinn-Phong lighting for layered coding framework. We for-
mulate and solve the information-complexity optimization
of Blinn-Phong lighting for layered coding in Section V.
In Section VI, we derive the information estimators and their
applications in the information-complexity optimization of the
Blinn-Phong lighting. Section VII presents the experiment
results. The paper is concluded in Section VIII.

II. THE LAYERED CODING FRAMEWORK

Fig.1 illustrates the mobile cloud gaming system with
our proposed layered coding scheme. The powerful graphic
renderer at the cloud server renders both a high-quality game
image IHQ and a low-quality base-layer image IBL for the
same scene. At the mobile device, an identical image of IBL is
generated with its base layer rendering pipeline. We propose
to generate the enhancement layer image IEL as the pixel-wise
difference between IHQ and IBL:

IEL = IHQ − IBL (1)

We further encode IEL using the H.264/AVC transform coding.
We denote this lossy coding operation by T (.). The encoded
IEL, T (IEL), constitutes the enhancement layer information
sent from the cloud server to the mobile device. Upon receipt
of the enhancement layer information T (IEL), the mobile
device performs decoding T −1(.) to recover IEL, and adds
it to its own IBL to produce ÎHQ (reconstruction of IHQ):

ÎHQ = T −1(T (IEL)) + IBL (2)
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Fig. 2. General graphics rendering pipeline.

As H.264/AVC transform coding T (·) is a lossy coding
algorithm, IHQ and ÎHQ are not exactly the same.

III. DESIGN OF BASE LAYER PIPELINE

Central to the proposed layered coding is the design of
the base-layer (BL) rendering pipeline, which renders IBL on
the client’s mobile device. Following the discussion in the
previous section, the more information IBL contains, the less
information IEL and T (IEL) would contain, and consequently
the less bit-rate the system would require. However, the client’s
mobile device is power-constrained. This imposes some limit
on the amount of information or level of fidelity that can
be rendered into IBL. The goal of BL pipeline design is to
investigate a pipeline configuration that could render as much
information as possible into IBL (or as high fidelity as pos-
sible), subject to the constraint on the available computation
on the client device. In the following discussion, the amount
of information in IBL is denoted by HBL, the amount of
information in IEL by HEL, the amount of information in IHQ
by HHQ, the rendering complexity of IBL by CBL, and the
maximum rendering capacity of the mobile client by Cmax.
We seek BL rendering configuration φ:

max
φ

HBL(φ) s.t. CBL(φ) ≤ Cmax. (3)

As an illustration, if φ is the same as the high-quality rendering
configuration in the cloud, then HBL(φ) would achieve its
absolute maximum, HHQ. However, with this φ, it is unlikely
that CBL(φ) could stay within the limit of Cmax. In general,
we need a BL pipeline design which rendering complexity
could be scaled (by using different φ) to match the capability
of a variety of mobile devices.

In what follows, we first briefly introduce the general
graphics rendering pipeline in modern computer graphics.
Then, we discuss some potential scalable configurations in
different stages of the modern graphics pipeline to achieve var-
ious information-complexity trade-off (or fidelity-complexity
trade-off) for use in the BL rendering.

A. Graphics Rendering Pipeline

In video gaming, image contents are generated by a graphics
rendering pipeline. The graphic pipeline is a series of graphic
processing stages to produce a synthetic image. The rendered
sequence of synthetic images are then displayed as video ani-
mations. A brief graphics rendering pipeline [11] is illustrated
in Fig.2. Each stage is briefly described below:

1) Vertex processortakes raw vertices of 3D objects such
as the polygon mesh as inputs and performs various geo-
metric processing: coordinate transformation, projection,
translation, rotation, and scaling of the 3D models.

2) An imaging system only captures limited viewing scope.
Clipping ‘clips’ out those outside of the viewing scope.
Clipping is done on primitives such as line segments and
polygons which are assembled from sets of vertices.

3) Rasterizer determines which pixels in the rendered
frame should locate in a polygon mesh. The output of
rasterizer is a set of fragments for each polygon mesh.
A fragment can be treated as a pixel with depth infor-
mation attached.

4) Fragment processorprocesses the colors of fragments
and updates the pixels in frame buffer. A fragment’s
color can be affected by texture mapping, bump
mapping, shading and lighting, etc. Fragment processor
outputs color of the rendered image.

B. Scaling the Base Layer Pipeline in Layered Coding

In the layered coding framework, we seek to scale the base
layer graphics pipeline such that problem in (3) is solved.
Central to the design of base layer pipeline is to achieve a
good fidelity-complexity trade-off. The base layer pipeline can
be viewed as a simplified version of the full graphic pipeline
used to render IHQ. As the base layer pipeline is simplified,
visual content of IBL diverges from that of IHQ. We briefly
explore some possible parameters in the graphics pipeline that
can adjust the fidelity-complexity trade-off below.

1) Mesh resolution - 3D objects are represented by poly-
gon meshes. High polygon meshes give detailed descrip-
tion of 3D surfaces at the cost of high computation loads
for vertex processor. Thus, lower polygon meshes can be
used to render IBL at lower computation loads.

2) Image resolution - High quality graphics are often
rendered in high resolution images at the cost of high
computation loads in fragment processor. The compu-
tation loads can be reduced by rendering IBL at lower
resolution. Then, IBL is upsampled before (1) and (2).

3) Vertex/Fragment shading- Fragment shader computes
fragments’ values using the interpolated vectors from
vertices; while vertex shader computes vertices values
and interpolates them to all fragments. Vertex shader is
cheaper but fragment shader is of higher fidelity. IBL can
be rendered using vertex shader as an approximation to
the fragment shader in IHQ.

4) Light re�ections - In vertex/fragment shading, light
reflections simulate the interactions between the light
rays and the vertex/fragment in the 3D scene. Complex-
ity of the reflection model can be scaled to obtain various
fidelity-complexity trade-offs for IBL. Simpler reflection
model comes at the expense of less fidelity.

Mesh and image resolutions impact the complexities of
vertex and fragment processors respectively in the graphics
pipeline. How these resolutions can be reduced requires careful
design, since reductions of these resolutions could distort the
content of the rendered image, ie. the pixel locations and
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Fig. 3. The Blinn-Phong reflection model.

outlines of 3D objects in the rendered images. Meanwhile,
as vertex and fragment shaders interpolate data between the
nearby vertices and fragments, both shaders are also compli-
cated by the changes of resolutions. Thus, Point 1) to 3) above
are coupled and should be jointly investigated.

Light reflections simulate the illuminations of a vertex/
fragment under light sources, and directly impact to the
entropy of a rendered image. Independent from the mesh
and image resolutions, an analysis on the light reflections is
applicable in general regardless whether vertex or fragment
shader is selected. Therefore, we investigate the light reflection
model in the base layer design in this paper, and leave
Point 1) to 3) above to future extensions. Without loss of
generality and to highlight the impacts of scaling the light
reflection model, we let all other pipeline configurations of IBL
remain identical to that of IHQ, except that the light reflections
of IBL are scaled down.

To render IBL at the client, overhead information includ-
ing polygon meshes, texture, light maps, and normal maps1

are streamed to the client. While these data introduce ini-
tial overheads, their updates are infrequent. Light mapping
and bump mapping are popular methods for good fidelity-
complexity performance in thin clients. Lightmapping pre-
computes the illuminations of static objects and light sources
for fast rendering. Bump mapping perturbs the surface’s in
a normal map to simulate bumpy surface which otherwise
requires high polygon mesh. Texture could be excluded from
the base layer pipeline. However, textures are frequently re-
used throughout a game session and seldom update. Streaming
the textures as initial overheads often save more bandwidth
than frequent delivery in the video bitstream T (IEL) in long
run. Finally, rendering commands including camera positions
and object motion parameters are very compact. As we shall
show in the experiments, the data-rate of the overheads is
significantly lower compared to that of the enhancement layer
information.

IV. SCALABLE BLINN-PHONG LIGHTING

FOR LAYERED CODING

Among light reflection models, Blinn-Phong reflection
model [11] is the most widely adopted lighting for directional
light rays and opaque materials. In this section, we introduce
the reflection model and show how it can be scaled in fidelity-
complexity trade-off for the layered coding.

A. The Blinn-Phong Lighting

The Blinn-Phong lighting as illustrated in Fig. 3 renders
photo-realistic effects by describing a surface reflection as a

1For bump mapping. Not applicable when vertex shader is selected.

Fig. 4. Vectors in Phong/Blinn-Phong lighting.

combination of three reflections: (i) ambient reflection, which
models a constant amount of light applied to every point
in the scene; (ii) diffuse reflection, which models reflected
light that is scattered equally in all directions; (iii) specular
reflection, which models reflected light that concentrates along
the direction of the perfectly reflected ray.

Under the Blinn-Phong reflection model, the intensity value
of a vertex/fragment on a surface is computed as:

x = kaia
︸︷︷︸

ambient

+
∑

l∈L
[kd(Ll · N)id,l
︸ ︷︷ ︸

diffuse

+ ks(Gl · N)α is,l
︸ ︷︷ ︸

specular

] (4)

where k{a,d,s} and i{a,d,s} are reflection constants and light
intensities for ambient, diffuse and specular respectively; L is
the set of all light rays while l is a light ray instance; α > 1
which has larger value for mirror-like surface is the shininess
constant of the smooth surface. Vectors are as shown in Fig. 4:
Ll is the source direction of the light ray l, V is the direction
pointing towards the viewer, and N is the normal of the
surface, Gl is the half-way vector between Ll and V .

As all vectors in (4) are in unit length, we write:

Ll · N = cos θl ≥ 0, Gl · N = cos φl ≥ 0, ∀ θl ,

φl ∈ [−π

2
,
π

2
] (5)

since θl , φl beyond [−π
2 , π

2 ] do not result in light reflection.
Thus, (4) can be rewritten as

x = kaia
︸︷︷︸

xa

+
∑

l∈L
[kd · cos θl · id,l
︸ ︷︷ ︸

xd

+ ks · cosα φl · is,l
︸ ︷︷ ︸

xs

] (6)

Reflection of a light ray depends on the intensities i{a,d,s},
which depend on the attenuation of the light ray; and the angles
θ, φ, which depend on the position of the light ray and the
location of the vertex/fragment. Let d ∈ D and s ∈ S be the
sets of diffuse and specular reflection components respectively
illuminated by the light rays in L. Thus, (6) is expressed as

x = xa + ∑

d∈D xd + ∑

s∈S xs (7)

B. Scalable Blinn-Phong Lighting for Layered Coding

Eq. (7) shows that the Blinn-Phong lighting is modular
and scalable with respect to the ambient (xa), diffuse (xd ),
and specular (xs) reflection components. It is possible to
omit a subset of the reflection components in (7) from the
rendering. Omissions of the reflection components result in
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Fig. 5. The bars illustrate the Blinn-Phong reflections of two light rays
contributing to the values of vertices/fragments. Following (1) and (8),
IEL contains the results of ‘residual’ Blinn-Phong reflections in REL. Due
to non-negativity of Blinn-Phong lighting in (4), the values in IEL remain
within 0-255.

less computation complexity of the rendering pipeline, and
less brightness (thus less visual information and details) in the
rendered images (because Blinn-Phong reflection components
return only non-negative values).

To design the base layer rendering for layered coding,
we propose to scale the number of reflection components
in the Blinn-Phong lighting. IHQ is rendered with the full
lighting, where full set RHQ of ambient, diffuse and specular
reflection components are rendered. Whereas, the base layer
pipeline computes only a subset RBL ⊂ RHQ of reflection
components. Thus, IBL can be obtained halfway during the
computation of IHQ. That is, IBL can be obtained without
incurring extra complexity in the rendering pipeline of the
cloud server. However, additional memory space of the size
of an image frame to store IBL and a step of image level
operation as in (1) are required. Nevertheless, these additional
computation and space are constant and not substantial.

Following (1), the enhancement layer IEL essentially con-
tains the Blinn-Phong reflections of the set

REL = R�
BL = RHQ \ RBL (8)

Note that REL is a ‘residual’ set which does not explicitly
exist as a rendering pipeline in our layer coding scheme. Fig. 5
illustrates an example of the partitioning of the Blinn-Phong
reflection components.

Let the computational load of rendering RHQ and RBL in
the Blinn-Phong lighting be CHQ and CBL respectively, while
the entropy of IHQ, IEL and IBL are denoted as HHQ, HEL
and HBL respectively. When more reflection components are
included in RBL, HBL and CBL are closer to HHQ and CHQ
respectively. Because of (8), IEL and IBL contain independent
Blinn-Phong reflections. Therefore, it follows that

CEL = CHQ − CBL (9)

Similar to the implicit REL, CEL is the implicit resid-
ual of computation load between CHQ and CBL. CEL can
also be regarded as the computation load required to ren-
der HEL amount of information. Despite their implicitness,
REL and CEL can be regarded as the complements of
RBL and CBL respectively following (8) and (9). Note that

(8) and (9) are expressed for scaling the Blinn-Phong lighting
in the design of base layer pipeline. When other pipeline
configurations are considered, the expressions may require
some refinements.

In the context of scalable Blinn-Phong lighting, optimization
(3) of the layered coding scheme is to determine the partition
of RBL in (8) such that

min
RBL

HEL(R�
BL) s.t. CBL(RBL) ≤ Cmax (10)

Note that as T (.) is a lossy compression, HT (IEL) ≤ HEL.
Thus, minimizing HT (IEL) can be achieved by minimiz-
ing HEL. For ease of formulation, we formulate problem (10)
in the enhancement layer perspective:

min
REL

HEL(REL) s.t. CEL(REL) ≥ Cmin (11)

where Cmin = CHQ − Cmax is the minimum computational
loads of CEL, below which CBL exceeds the computation
constraint of the mobile device Cmax.

HEL(REL) is the information content of the Blinn-Phong
reflection components contained in REL. Let AEL ⊂ REL,
DEL ⊂ REL and SEL ⊂ REL be the sets of ambient, diffuse
and specular reflections respectively that are contained in
the enhancement layer. Note that as the ambient reflection
is computed once and independent of all light rays, AEL is
essentially a binary decision (whether to be in RBL or REL).
Thus, (11) can be re-written as

min
AEL,DEL,SEL

HEL(AEL,DEL,SEL) (12)

s.t. CEL(AEL,DEL,SEL) ≥ Cmin (13)

V. INFORMATION-COMPLEXITY OPTIMIZATION

OF BLINN-PHONG LIGHTING

In this section, we solve the optimization for the scal-
able Blinn-Phong lighting in (12)-(13). Analytic solution for
HEL(AEL,DEL,SEL) is not readily available. Although HEL
can be computed from IEL, IEL is only available after the
rendering of IBL, and the optimal configuration of the BL
pipeline is unknown and needs to be determined. Note that
it is computationally prohibitive to choose a BL pipeline
configuration, render IBL, and compute HEL repetitively in
the optimization. Instead of minimizing HEL directly, which is
difficult to solve, we seek to minimize its upper bound, which
we derive in term of the Blinn-Phong reflection components
in the following subsection.

A. Joint Entropy of the Blinn-Phong Reflections

A sequence of IEL constitutes the enhancement layer video.
Both spatial and temporal correlations exist between adjacent
pixels in the video. These correlations need to be taken into
account if we seek to obtain precise estimates of the amount of
information. However, in our application, we require only an
estimate to allow us the rank the information contribution of
each d ∈ D, s ∈ S. Therefore, instead of minimizing the more
complicated but accurate joint entropy in (12), we minimize
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Fig. 9. Sample images of the game samples. (a) RobotLab. (b) Shooter. (c) Angrybots.

Fig. 10. Information-complexity curve of IEL. Each marker represents the information of IEL with the addition of a Blinn-Phong reflection of a light ray.
(a) RobotLab: RHQ comprises 21 light rays. (b) Shooter: RHQ comprises 8 light rays. (c) Angrybots: RHQ comprises 11 light rays.

photo-realistic gaming scenes. In the following experiments,
we scale the Blinn-Phong lighting complexity by switching
on/off of diffuse/specular components for each spot/directional
light source. For each setting of Blinn-Phong lighting, we
render an image and compute its corresponding image entropy.
As in [25], the computation complexity of Blinn-Phong light-
ing is obtained by translating the arithmetic operations to
energy consumption in GPU using the data in [26].

Fig. 10 show the normalized information-complexity curve
with the scalable Blinn-Phong lighting for the enhancement
layer. Markers in the plots represent an ambient reflection,
diffuse and specular reflection of light rays in the game scene.
At the lower left corner of the plots, normalized HEL = 0,
CEL = 0 hints that IEL = 0, IBL = IHQ where the Blinn-
Phong lighting is fully rendered at the base layer. Conversely,
normalized HEL = 1, CEL = 1 at the upper right corner of the
plots suggests IBL = 0, IEL = IHQ where Blinn-Phong light-
ing is fully rendered at the remote cloud and delivered in the
enhancement layer. The plots illustrate different information-
complexity slopes for diffuse/specular reflections. In all game
samples, specular reflections generate approximately 9% of
the overall entropy, but collectively consume roughly 88% of
the rendering computations of Blinn-Phong lighting. By dis-
carding the specular reflections from RBL, it saves the mobile
client roughly 88% of CHQ, while the enhancement layer
carries only 9% of HHQ. This observation lends empirical
support to the proposed solution in (35), which prioritizes
specular reflections over diffuse reflections in REL.

Next, we compare the rate-distortion performance of the
layered coding scheme to the direct coding scheme, where the
sequence of IHQ is rendered at the cloud servers, compressed

and delivered to the client. Such approach is being used
by most existing cloud gaming service such as Onlive [27],
StreamMyGame [28], GamingAnywhere [12] etc. For the lay-
ered coding method, we show the results of two different parti-
tions of RHQ according to (35). The partitions of both schemes
can be visualized in Fig. 10. In both partitions, specular
reflections of all light rays are excluded from RBL. In addition
to that, RBL of layered coding B further excludes roughly
half of the diffuse reflection components. For each game
sample, 300 game images are rendered as video sequences
of 1280x720 30fps, and encoded using x264 [29] which is
the most efficient implementation of H.264/AVC encoder.
For low delay encoding, we used IPPP coding structure for
the game videos. Distortion is measured by the peak-to-
noise-ratio (PSNR) between the reconstructed ÎHQ and the
original IHQ.

Fig. 11 depicts the rate-distortion comparisons of both
schemes. Our layered coding schemes clearly outperform
direct coding scheme in the entire bitrate region of both game
samples. In layered coding A, RBL comprises the ambient
reflection and the diffuse reflections of all light rays. CBL
of layered coding A constitutes roughly 12% computational
load of CHQ. Whereas in layered coding B, RBL comprises
the ambient reflection and the diffuse reflections of half of
the light rays with the highest p̄d . CBL of layered coding B
constitutes roughly 6% computational load of CHQ. In layered
coding B, the streaming bitrates are reduced by approximately
60% (RobotLab), 74% (Shooter) and 54% (Angrybots) at
the high video quality of 40dB (RobotLab), 42dB (Shooter)
and 43 dB (Angrybots) PSNR respectively. Note that for
good experience of gaming, visual quality of 40dB and
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Fig. 11. Rate-distortion curves of the direct coding scheme and the layered coding schemes. Layered coding A: RBL comprises the ambient reflection
and all diffuse reflections. Layered coding B: RBL comprises the ambient reflection and half of the diffuse reflections with the highest p̄d . (a) RobotLab.
(b) Shooter. (c) Angrybots.

Fig. 12. Rate-distortion curves of the direct coding scheme and the layered coding schemes, with and without the use of entropy estimators (34).
(a) RobotLab. (b) Shooter. (c) Angrybots.

Fig. 13. Sample IBL under different sets of diffuse reflections. IHQ illustrates full lighting. With the entropy estimators, we can determine the diffuse
reflections that render IBL most informative in (a), thus reducing the bitrate of IEL. Without the entropy estimators, arbitrary selection of diffuse reflections
results in less informative IBL in (c).

above is desirable. When the mobile client can support more
by including all diffuse reflections (layered coding A), the
information rates of the enhancement layer are reduced by
84% (RobotLab), 96% (Shooter), and 80% (Angrybots) while
CBL only increases to roughly 12% of CHQ.

Next, we demonstrate the impact of the entropy estimators
of Blinn-Phong reflections (34) on the information-complexity
optimization (18)-(19). In the optimizations of the layered
coding scheme without using the entropy estimators, ambient
reflection is selected while all specular reflections are dis-
carded from RBL. For diffuse reflections, arbitrary light rays
are discarded from DEL, since no information is available
to determine the optimal choice if the entropy estimators
are not used. Fig. 12 shows the rate-distortion curves of the

direct coding scheme, and the layered coding schemes with
and without the use of entropy estimators. Clearly, layered
coding scheme with any arbitrary selection of light rays still
outperforms the direct coding scheme, since HHQ ≥ HEL
is always true. However, with the entropy estimators, more
optimal selection of RBL can be achieved, and this leads to
more reduction in the streaming bitrate of IEL. Fig. 13 shows
the samples of IBL where different sets of diffuse reflections
are selected as RBL. With the entropy estimators, we can
determine the light rays which Blinn-Phong reflections render
IBL more informative. Selecting the optimal set of diffuse
reflections into BL rendering minimizes the bitrate of IEL.

To render IBL at the client device, some rendering data such
as 3D polygon models, normal maps, textures and materials,
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